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4.1 Introduction to Diffusion MRI

Since the 1980s, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) as a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique has been widely used to track the effective diffusion of water molecules, which is hindered by many obstacles (e.g., fibers or membranes), in the human brain \textit{in vivo}. Because water molecules tend to diffuse slowly across white matter fibers and diffuse fast along such fibers, the use of dMRI to track water diffusion allows one to map the microstructure and organization of those white matter pathways (17). Quantitatively measuring the diffusion process is critical for a quantitative assessment of the integrity of anatomical connectivity in white matter and its association with brain functional connectivity. Its clinical applications include normal brain maturation and aging, cerebral ischemia, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, metabolic disorders, and brain tumors, among many others. Although there are several nice review papers and monographies on dMRI (15, 5, 101, 81), this chapter was written for the readers who are interested in the theoretical underpinning of various mathematical and statistical methods associated with dMRI. Due to limitations of space, we are unable to cite all important papers in the dMRI literature.

4.1.1 Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI)

4.1.1.1 Diffusion Gradient Sequence

In diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), imaging signals can be made sensitive to diffusion through some diffusion gradient sequences. A standard diffusion gradient sequence used in dMRI is the Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo (PGSE) sequence proposed by Stejskal and Tanner (126). See Figure 4.1 for the sketch map of the PGSE sequence. The PGSE sequence consists of two gradient pulses $G(t)$ with duration time $\delta$. Although it is common to use rectangular gradient lobes in the PGSE sequence, there are other kinds of gradient lobes commonly used in dMRI (24, chap. 9).

(i) The first $90^\circ$ radio-frequency (RF) pulse translates the spins into the transverse plane, i.e. the $x$-$y$ plane, considering the $B_0$ is along the $z$-axis. Then the spins precess around $B_0$ with $RF \omega_0$. Due to local magnetic field inhomogeneities, some spins slow down and some spins speed up.

(ii) After time $\Delta$ between two pulses, the second $180^\circ$ RF pulse refocuses the phase of spins so that slower spins lead ahead and the fast ones trail behind. The spin echo process occurs when the spins recover their net magnetization.

(iii) The scanner coils receive the diffusion signal at echo time $t = TE$ after the two pulses.

Mathematically, the diffusion gradient $G(t)$ sequence can be written as

\begin{equation}
G(t) = H(t_1) \quad H(t_1 \quad \delta) + H(t_2) \quad H(t_2 \quad \delta) \quad G,
\end{equation}

where $t_2 = t_1 + \Delta$, $H(\cdot)$ is the heaviside step function, and $G = G \quad u$, in which $u$ represents the gradient direction.

1\textsuperscript{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_echo}
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FIGURE 4.1
Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo (PGSE) sequence introduced by Stejskal and Tanner (126). $\delta$ is the duration of the diffusion gradient pulses and $\Delta$ is the time between two diffusion gradient pulses.

4.1.1.2 Free Diffusion

Let $S(b)$ and $S(0)$ be, respectively, DWI signal at the diffusion weighting factor $b$ and at $b = 0$, where $b$ is defined below. Given the PGSE sequence with the gradient sequence in (4.1), the diffusion weighted signal attenuation $E(b) = S(b)/S(0)$ is given by the Stejskal–Tanner equation (126)

$$E(b) = \exp(-bD),$$

where $D$ is known as the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC), which reflects the property of surrounding tissues. In general, ADC $D$ depends on $G$ in a complex way, but free diffusion assumes that $D$ is only dependent on the direction of $G$, i.e. $u = G/\|G\|$. The early works in dMRI reported that the ADC $D$ is a scalar and independent of gradient direction $u$ (102). Then, Dr. Basser introduced the diffusion tensor (14) to represent ADC as $D(u) = u^TDu$, where $D$ is a $3 \times 3$ symmetric positive definite matrix, called the diffusion tensor. This method is the well known Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI). See Section 4.1.2 for more materials DTI.

The $b$ factor is given by $b = \gamma^2\delta^2\tau G^2$, where $\gamma$ is the proton gyromagnetic ratio, and $\tau = \Delta - \delta/3$ is used to describe the effective diffusion time (25, 14). The $b$ value is dependent on the sequence, and it is different in different kinds of lobes in the diffusion sequence (24, Chap. 9). The signal intensity at each voxel in DWI is dependent on both surrounding structures and given a weighted magnetic gradient (25). See Figure 4.2 for the DWI images $S(b)$ with different $b$ values and different gradient directions $u$. It can be seen that the DWI images are very noisy, especially for large $b$ values.

4.1.1.3 Restricted Diffusion

Although we have obtained (4.2) for the measured diffusion signal attenuation for free diffusion, the diffusion of water molecules is hindered by surrounding tissues, especially in white matter. We derive the diffusion signal attenuation $E(G, \Delta, \delta) = S(G, \Delta, \delta)/S(0)$ under such restricted diffusion as follows, where $S(G, \Delta, \delta)$ is the DWI signal associated with imaging parameters $(G, \Delta, \delta)$. For each voxel in x-space, let $\rho(R_0)$ denote the spin
density at initial time $t = 0$ and $P(R_\Delta R_0)$ denote the probability that the spin moves from $R_0$ at $t = 0$ to $R_\Delta$ at $t = \Delta$. Then $E(G, \Delta, \delta)$ can be represented as (126)

$$
\int_{\mathbb{R}^3} \rho(R_0) \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} P(R_\Delta R_0) \exp(i\gamma(R_\Delta - R_0)^T(\int_0^\delta G(t)dt))dR_\Delta dR_0.
$$

(4.3)

We simplify $E(G, \Delta, \delta)$ under the narrow pulse condition, that is, $0 \approx \delta << \Delta$. We first define the Ensemble Average Propagator (EAP) as

$$
P(R) = \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} \rho(R_0)P(R_0 + R R_0)dR_0, \quad R = R_\Delta - R_0
$$

(4.4)

where $R = R r$ is the displacement vector in $R$-space and $r$ is a unit vector. EAPs in different regions in the brain reflect the different micro-structures and reveal fiber directions. See Figure 4.3 for diffusion data in a six-dimensional space including i.e. 3D $k$-space and 3D $q$-space. Since $G(t)$ is a constant during $\delta$, we may introduce a $q$ vector in $q$-space as

$$
q = qu = (2\pi)^{-1} \gamma \int_0^\delta G(t)dt = (2\pi)^{-1} \gamma \delta G.
$$

(4.5)

Thus, $E(G, \Delta, \delta)$ can be written as

$$
E(q) = \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} P(R) \exp(2\pi i q^T R) dR = \mathcal{F}_{3D}^{-1} P(R) (q),
$$

(4.6)

where $\mathcal{F}_{3D}$ and $\mathcal{F}_{3D}^{-1}$, respectively, denote the Fourier transformation and its inverse transformation. Without confusion, we call both $E(q)$ and $E(b)$ diffusion signals. Since $P(R) = P( R)$ holds due to the principle of microscopic detailed balance, we have $E(q) = E( q) = \mathcal{F} P(R) (q)$ leading to

$$
\int_{\mathbb{R}^3} P(R) \exp(2\pi i q^T R)dR = \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} P(R) \cos(2\pi q^T R)dR.
$$

(4.7)

Since the DWI data $S(q)$ is the Fourier transform of the $k$-space signal and the EAP is another Fourier transform of $E(q)$, we can represent $P(R)$ as

$$
P(R) = \mathcal{F}_{3D} E(q) (R) = \mathcal{F}_{3D} \frac{S(G, \Delta, \delta)}{S(0)} (R).
$$

(4.8)
FIGURE 4.3
3D x-space and 3D R-space. EAPs in different regions in the brain reflect different micro-structures with isotropic diffusion, single fiber, and crossing fibers. The image is taken from (46) with the original figures adapted from (72) and the brain museum (www.brainmuseum.org/Specimens).

Due to $E(q) = E(-q)$, $P(R)$ can be further written as

$$
\int_{R^3} E(q) \exp(-2\pi q^T R) dq = \int_{R^3} E(q) \cos(2\pi q^T R) dq.
$$

(4.9)

4.1.2 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

In (14), Dr. Basser proposed to model the ADC as a quadratic form parameterized by the diffusion tensor $D$. Then the Stejskal–Tanner equation becomes

$$
E(b) = \exp(-bu^T Du).
$$

(4.10)

The diffusion tensor $D = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \lambda_k e_k e_k^T$ $Sym_+^3$ is independent of the $b$ value and gradient direction $u$, where $(\lambda_k, e_k)_{k \leq 3}$ are eigenvalue–eigenvector pairs such that $\lambda_1 \geq \lambda_2 \geq \lambda_3$ and $Sym_+^3$ is the space of $3 \times 3$ symmetric positive definite matrices. In free diffusion, $P(R)$ is given by

$$
P(R) = \mathcal{F}_{3D} \exp(-4\pi^2 \tau q^T D q) = \phi(R, 0, 2\tau D),
$$

(4.11)

where $\phi(R, 0, 2\tau D)$ denotes the Gaussian density with mean $0$ and covariance $2\tau D$. See Figure 4.4 for the sketch map of the tensor representation and free diffusion along fibers.

4.1.2.1 Scalar Indices and Eigenvectors of Diffusion Tensor

Several scalar indices based on $D$ have been widely used in various biomedical studies. The two most important indices include Fractional Anisotropy (FA) and Mean Diffusivity.
Diffusion tensor representation from (46).

\[
\text{FA} = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}} \sqrt{\frac{(\lambda_1 - \bar{\lambda})^2 + (\lambda_2 - \bar{\lambda})^2 + (\lambda_3 - \bar{\lambda})^2}{\lambda_1^2 + \lambda_2^2 + \lambda_3^2}}, \quad \text{MD} = \bar{\lambda},
\]

where \(\bar{\lambda} = (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3)/3\). In (143), linear, planar, and spherical measures are introduced as

\[
\text{LA} = (\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)/(3\bar{\lambda}), \quad \text{PA} = 2(\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)/(3\bar{\lambda}), \quad \text{SA} = \lambda_3/\bar{\lambda}.
\]

The eigenvectors of \(D\) are also very useful. When \(\lambda_1 > \lambda_2\), the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is expected to be parallel to the local fiber orientation. In practice, the red-blue-green (RGB) map is used to describe the fiber directions. The tensor \(D\) itself can be visualized by a ellipsoid, then the tensor field becomes the ellipsoid field. See Figure 4.5 for the tensor field and various scalar maps estimated from an monkey data with \(b = 1500s/mm^2\), 30 directions, where the Geodesic Anisotropy (GA) is introduced in (108).

### 4.2 High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI)

The term High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI) was first proposed by Tuch (137, 136) in order to have a more precise angular characterization of the diffusion signal. In this chapter, HARDI methods include all diffusion modeling methods beyond DTI. The HARDI methods for single shell (only one \(b\) value) data are called sHARDI methods. The HARDI methods for multiple shell (multiple \(b\) values) data are called mHARDI methods.

#### 4.2.1 Generalization of Diffusion Tensor Imaging

##### 4.2.1.1 Mixture of Tensor Model

The mixture of tensor model assumes that the signal is a mixture of signals generated from multiple tensors \(D_k\) given by

\[
E(b) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \exp(bu^T D_k u) \quad \text{with} \quad \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad w_k \geq 0.
\]
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FIGURE 4.5
Tensor field and the scalar maps estimated from the monkey data with $b = 1500\text{s/mm}^2$ and 30 directions.

Due to some biological priors and computational complexity, the number of tensors is normally less than 3, typically $K = 2$. Computationally, although various optimization algorithms may be developed to estimate $D_k$s (136), they may be computationally unstable and sensitive to the initial point. Moreover, for single shell data, the isotropic part of $D_i$, i.e. $\text{Trace}(D_i)/3$, and $w_i$ are undistinguishable (87). Thus, some constraints on tensors are normally imposed in model (4.14). For example, the two minimal eigenvalues $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ in $D_i$ can be chosen as the same value. Tensors $D_i$ can be chosen as one isotropic tensor and other anisotropic tensor with $\lambda_2 = \lambda_3 = 0$, which is called the ball and stick model (74). CHARMED model (10) considers $D_i$ as a hindered diffusion part that is close to Gaussian diffusion, and a restricted diffusion part that is non-Gaussian diffusion. The mixture of tensor model has been widely used to generate synthetic data for evaluation because many quantities have closed forms in this model.

Model (4.14) has three major limitations. (i) Selecting the number of tensors is an open problem. (ii) The optimization process strongly depends on the initial point and is computationally inefficient. (iii) The radial decay of the mixture of tensor model is close to, but is not, the Gaussian function. Consider the number of tensors is $K = 2$ in Figure 4.6; along a given direction, one component decays fast and the other one decays slowly. For large $b$ values, the component with slow decay dominates the signal.

4.2.1.2 Generalized DTI (GDTI)

In the GDTI model (92, 91), the signal is represented as

$$E(q) = \exp\left(\sum_{l=2}^{L} (2\pi i)^l \left(\Delta \frac{1}{l+1} \delta\right) D^{(l)}_{i_1 i_2 \ldots i_l} q_{i_1} q_{i_2} \ldots q_{i_l}\right),$$

(4.15)

where we use the Einstein summation convention, i.e., $D^{(l)}_{i_1 i_2 \ldots i_l} q_{i_1} q_{i_2} \ldots q_{i_l} = \sum_{i_1=1}^{3} \sum_{i_2=1}^{3} \ldots \sum_{i_l=1}^{3} D^{(l)}_{i_1 i_2 \ldots i_l} q_{i_1} q_{i_2} \ldots q_{i_l}$. When $L = 2$, the GDTI becomes the DTI model in Eq. (4.10).
The generalized diffusion coefficients $D^{(i)}_{1,2,...,l}$ can be estimated by the least square fitting the samples of $\ln E(q)$. Due to the relationship between $E(q)$ and $P(R)$ in (4.6), $E(q)$ is the characteristic function of $P(R)$ (91) given by

$$E(q) = \exp \left( \sum_{l=0}^{L} \frac{2\pi i}{l!} Q^{(l)}_{i_1i_2...i_l} q_{i_l} / l! \right),$$

where $Q^{(l)}_{i_1i_2...i_l}$ are the cumulants. Then, based on the property of Hermite polynomial $H_{e_i}(x)$, we can obtain the closed form for the EAP by using the Gram–Charlier A series (91), which leads to

$$P(R) = N(R, 0, Q^{(2)}_{11}) (1 + \sum_{l=3}^{L} \frac{Q^{(l)}_{i_1i_2...i_l}}{l!} H_{e_i}^{(l)}(R)),$$

where $H_{e_i}^{(l)}(R)$ is the $l$-order Hermite polynomial defined as

$$(1)^{l} \exp \left( \frac{0.5 R^T R}{(2)} \right) \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial R_{i_1}} \frac{\partial}{\partial R_{i_2}} \frac{\partial}{\partial R_{i_3}} \right) \exp \left( \frac{0.5 R^T R}{(4.17)} \right).$$

There are several major limitations associated with the GDTI. It models the ADC using the polynomial basis, which is not orthogonal. Although theoretically the ADC can be modeled as infinite terms, in practice a truncated order $L$ is needed in Eq. (4.15). However, it was proved in (95) that the Gaussian distribution is the only distribution that has a finite number of non-zero cumulants. Thus a truncation order $L$ only results in a reasonable PDF if the EAP is Gaussian and $L = 2$ in this case. For other cases, the estimated EAP and cumulants are theoretically problematic. Moreover, estimation of the PDF from its cumulants is known to be very problematic.

### 4.2.1.3 High-Order Tensor Model, ADC-Based Model

The High-Order Tensor (HOT) model (106) assumes

$$E(q) = \exp \left( 4\pi^{2} q^{2} D(u) \right).$$

The ADC is independent of radial part $q$, and can be represented as

$$D(u) = \sum_{n_1+n_2+n_3=L} D_{n_1n_2n_3} u_1^{n_1} u_2^{n_2} u_3^{n_3},$$

where $u = (u_1, u_2, u_3)^T \in S^2$, and $L$ is even due to $D(u) = D(u)$. Moreover, $u_1^{n_1} u_2^{n_2} u_3^{n_3}$ is the homogeneous polynomial basis restricted in $S^2$, which is also called the High-Order Tensor (HOT) basis in dMRI domain. When $L = 2$, HOT model is just the DTI model in Eq. (4.10).

In the HOT, the diffusion signal decays as a mono-exponential function, which is called the mono-exponential decay assumption, given by

$$E(qu) = E(q_0 u)^{q^2/q_0^2},$$

where $q_0$ and $q$ are any two different radii. Compared with the GDTI, which is model-free method, HOT is model-based. The mono-exponential decay assumption is not satisfied in real signal decay (88), but it can be a good approximation of the signal, especially when the $b$ value is around 1500s/mm$^2$ (105).
FIGURE 4.6
Fiber directions and ADC profiles with different $b$ values, two kinds of ODFs, and EAP profiles with different radius $R$. The data was generated from the mixture of tensor model with two tensors that have the eigenvalues $[1.7, 0.3, 0.3]$ $10^3$mm$^2$/s and a crossing angle of 90°. We set $\tau = \frac{1}{4\pi}$ such that $b = q^2$. The long sticks with blue color along the $x$- and $y$-axes are the fiber directions. The short sticks with yellow color are the detected maxima of the spherical functions.

The HOT model often uses single shell data in Figure 4.10(c), which is a kind of sHARDI method. Historically, people used both the High-Order Tensor basis (106) and Spherical Harmonic (SH) basis (62) to estimate ADC from a measured signal. Theoretically, these two bases are equivalent to each other. In HARDI literatures, the maximal order of the SH basis or the order of the HOT basis must be higher than 4, because the order 2 of the SH basis and HOT basis are equivalent to the tensor model. Normally 4 or 6 is used in practice.

ADC modeling, like the HOT method, has its intrinsic and fatal limitation, i.e. both the maxima and the minima of ADC profile $D(u)$ are inconsistent with the fiber directions when $L > 2$ (139). Figure 4.6 demonstrates the ADC $D(u)$ for the synthetic data generated from the mixture of tensor model with a crossing angle of 90°. It shows that the maxima of ADC do not agree with the fiber directions. Even in this simple mixture of tensor model, the ADC $D$ is actually dependent on the $b$ value, and the mono-exponential decay assumption is violated. For the data with different $b$ values, the ADC is determined by $D = b^{-1} \ln E(q)$, which means $D$ is dependent on $b$ if $E(q) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \exp(-b u_i^T D u_i)$. Although there is a coincidence that the minima of ADC agree with the fiber directions in this specific case of the mixture of tensor model with 90°, the minima and maxima of the ADC generally have a complex relation with fiber directions.

4.2.2 Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI)

Due to Eq. (4.9) for the narrow pulse assumption $\delta \Delta$, a straightforward idea is to estimate $P(R)$ using fast Fourier transform from exhaustive signal samples (142). For instance, (142) used 515 DWI images in a Cartesian sampling lattice in $q$-space and the signal in
q-space was premultiplied by a Hanning window to obtain smooth attenuation of the signal at high q values. Thus interpolation and extrapolation are normally performed on given signal samples \( E(q_i) \) before numerical Fourier transform.

In (142), the **EAP profile** is EAP at a given radius \( R_0 \) as
\[
P(R_0 r) = P(R r) \bigg|_{R=R_0}. \tag{4.21}
\]
The maxima of the EAP profile were used to describe fiber directions later in many HARDI works (105, 11, 48). See Figure 4.6 for the EAP profile with different radius \( R \). The larger the radius \( R \), the sharper the EAP profile is. However, the EAP profile with large \( R \) has more estimation error. Thus normally \( R = 15 \mu m \) is used in the EAP profile to detect the fiber directions (105, 48).

In (142), the **ODF** is defined as
\[
\Phi_w(r) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \int_0^\infty P(R) R^2 dR. \tag{4.22}
\]
Since \( \Phi_w(r) \) is the marginal distribution of EAP \( P(R) \), the integration of \( \Phi_w(r) \) over \( S^2 \) is naturally 1. Reference (142) proposed to first estimate the EAP via numerical Fourier transform and then estimate the ODF in Eq. (4.22) by numerical integration. Historically there are several kinds of ODFs which can be seen in the following of this section. Like the EAP profile, the maxima of ODFs are also normally assumed to be the directions of underlying fibers. Please see Figure 4.6 for the EAP in 3D space and its two features, i.e. the EAP profile and ODF.

### 4.2.3 Hybrid Diffusion Imaging (HYDI)

Hybrid Diffusion Imaging (HYDI) uses multiple shell sampling to measures the diffusion signal in q-space (147, 148). See Figure 4.10(d). The HYDI data in the shell with low \( b \) values can be modeled by DTI, whereas those data with high \( b \) values can be modeled by using Q-Ball Imaging and other sHARDI methods. The whole HYDI dataset can be used in DSI after re-gridding data from multiple shells to the Cartesian lattice.
Two useful scalar features of EAP in HYDI include the Return-to-Origin probability (RTO) and the Mean Squared Displacement (MSD). The RTO denoted by $P_r$ is the EAP value when $R = 0$, that is, $P_r = P(R)|_{R=0} = P(0) = \int_{S^2} E(q)dq$. The RTO is the probability of water molecules that minimally diffuse within the diffusion time $\Delta$. The RTO map can be used in tissue segmentation and some other applications (147). The MSD is the variance of the EAP, that is, $MSD = \int_{S^2} P(R)R^2dR$. In (148), the ODF by Tuch $\Phi_t(r)$ in Eq. (4.24) is proportional to the integration of $E(q)$ in the orthogonal plane 

$$\Pi_r = qu : u^T r = 0.$$ \hfill (4.23)

It is an important relation between the ODF by Tuch in $R$-space and the signal $E(q)$ in $q$-space, and it is used in exact QBI to estimate ODFs analytically (1, 133). See Section 4.2.4 for more details on QBI and ODFs.

### 4.2.4 Q-Ball Imaging (QBI)

Q-Ball Imaging (QBI) is currently the most widely used HARDI method. QBI was proposed to estimate the several kinds of ODFs, not the EAP, from single shell sampling demonstrated in Figure 4.10(c), rather than Cartesian sampling inside a given ball used in DSI in 4.10(b).

#### 4.2.4.1 Original Q-Ball Imaging

QBI was first proposed by Dr. Tuch in (135, 134) in a numerical way and then was improved in an analytical way based on the Spherical Harmonic basis in (7, 47). Dr. Tuch originally proposed to estimate a kind of ODF defined as

$$\Phi_t(r) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \frac{1}{Z} \int_0^{2\pi} P(Rr)dR,$$ \hfill (4.24)

where $Z$ is the normalization factor that makes $\int_{S^2} \Phi_t(r)dr = 1$. This $\Phi_t(r)$ is different from the ODF $\Phi_o(r)$ defined in Eq. (4.22).

In QBI, Dr. Tuch proposed to estimate $\Phi_t(r)$ directly from samples of $E(q)$ in single-shell data based on the Funk–Radon transform (FRT). See Figure 4.10(c) for the sketch map of single shell sampling. For single-shell data with $b = 4\pi^2 q_0^2$, the FRT of $E(q)$ (134) in direction $r$, denoted as FRT $E(q_0u)$ ($r$), is the circle integration in the orthogonal plane, i.e.

$$\int_{\Pi_r} E(qu)\delta(q-q_0)qdqdu = q_0 \int_{S^2} E(q_0u)\delta(u^T r)du,$$ \hfill (4.25)

where $\Pi_r$ is defined in Eq. (4.23). The ODF $\Phi_t(r)$ can be written as

$$(2Z)^{1} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} P(rR, \phi R, zR)\delta (rR)\delta (\phi R)rRdrd\phi dzR$$

$$2\pi q_0 Z^{1} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} P(rR, \phi R, zR) J_0(2\pi q_0 rR)rRdrd\phi dzR.$$ \hfill (4.26)

which equals $Z^{1} \text{FRT } E(q_0u)$ ($r$), where $J_0(\cdot)$ is the Bessel function of the first kind with order 0. The key idea of Eq. (4.26) is to approximate the delta function using Bessel function $0.5aJ_0(ax)$. As $q_0$ increases, $2\pi q_0 J_0(2\pi q_0 rR)$ will be very close to the delta function, since the lobes of $J_0$ become more concentrated around the origin point. However, the signal has smaller values for larger $q_0$, which results in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus there is a tradeoff for $q_0$ between approximation accuracy and SNR. Normally QBI works suggest data with $b$ values around $3000s/mm^2$ (134, 47).
Dr. Tuch proposed to estimate the circle integration in FRT using numerical integration (134). The numerical QBI was later replaced by analytical QBI based on $E(q_0u) = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} c_{lm} Y_l^m(u)$, where $Y_l^m(u)$ is the symmetric real spherical harmonic with order $l$ and degree $m$ (7). We have

$$\Phi_t(r) = Z^{-1} FRT_E(q_0u)(r) = Z^{-1} \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} 2\pi P_l(0) c_{lm} Y_l^m(u)$$

(4.27)

where $P_l(0)$ is the Legendre polynomial of order $l$ evaluated at 0. In practice the ODF by Tuch $\Phi_t(r)$ in Eq. (4.24) is very smooth. The peaks of the ODF are only a little higher than the baseline values. Dr. Tuch proposed a min-max normalization method for visualization of $\Phi_t(r)$ to enhance the peaks of ODFs. However, the min-max normalization also enhances the peaks of the ODFs in the area with isotropic diffusion. Compared with ADC-based modeling like the HOT method, the maxima of ODFs agree with the fiber directions. Dr. Tuch also proposed a useful scalar index, named Generalized Fractional Anisotropy (GFA), to describe the anisotropy of the ODFs given by

$$\text{GFA } \Phi_t(r) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sqrt{\frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\Phi_i(r) - \Phi_t(r))^2}{(n-1) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi_i(r)^2}}$$

(4.28)

where $\Phi_t(r)$ is the mean of $\Phi_i(r)$.

QBI has several major limitations. (i) The ODF by Wedeen $\Phi_w(r)$ defined in Eq. (4.22) is theoretically sharper than $\Phi_t(r)$. (ii) The estimation via FRT has an intrinsic blurring effect, which leads to smoothed ODFs. (iii) QBI actually assumes the radial part of $E(q)$ as a delta function, which is unrealistic. The blurring effect from FRT is the direct consequence from this assumption of radial decay. (iv) QBI cannot be used in multiple-shell data, because the data from different $b$ values leads to different ODFs from FRT.

### 4.2.4.2 Exact Q-Ball Imaging

Exact QBI was proposed by several groups independently (148, 133) to estimate ODFs through the famous projection-slice theorem in Fourier transform\(^2\): the projection of $P(Rr)$ along direction $r$, i.e. the radial integration, equals the integration of $E(q)$ in the orthogonal plane $\Pi_r$. Thus we have the following corollary, which is a straightforward result of the above proposition and has been used to estimate both ODF by Tuch and ODF by Wedeen (148, 1, 131, 133, 39). The $\Phi_t(r)$ and $\Phi_w(r)$ can be written as

$$\Phi_t(r) = Z^{-1} \int_{\Pi_r} E(q) dq, \quad \Phi_w(r) = (4\pi)^{-1} (8\pi^2)^{-1} \int_{\Pi_r} q^{-1} \Delta_b E(q) dq,$$

where $\Delta_b$ is the Laplace–Beltrami operator in $S^2$. If $E(q)$ follows the mono-exponential decay assumption (1), then we have

$$\Phi_w(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{1}{16\pi^2} \int_{S^2} \Delta_b \ln \left( \ln E(q_0u) \right) \delta(u^T r) du.$$

(4.29)

By representing $\ln \left( \ln E(q_0u) \right) = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} c_{lm} Y_l^m(u)$, and considering $\Delta_b Y_l^m(u) = l(l+1) Y_l^m(u)$, we have $\Phi_w(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{1}{8\pi} l(l+1) P_l(0) c_{lm} Y_l^m(u)$. Although the mono-exponential decay assumption is better than the delta function assumption, it is still a strong and unrealistic assumption of radial decay; even the signal generalized by a simple mixture of tensor model does not follow this assumption as shown in Figure 4.6. Exact QBI is a kind of sHARDI method and leads to different results for the data from different shells.

\(^2\)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Projection-slice_theorem
4.2.5 Diffusion Orientation Transform (DOT)

Diffusion Orientation Transform (DOT) was proposed by Dr. Özarslan in (105) to estimate the EAP profile \( P(Rr) \) from single-shell data under the mono-exponential decay assumption in Eq. (4.18). It can be regarded as an estimator of EAP in exact QBI methods. Consider the plane wave equation as

\[
\cos(2\pi q^TR) = 4\pi \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} (1)^{l/2} j_l(2\pi qR) Y_l^m(u) Y_l^m(r),
\]

where \( j_l( ) \) is the \( l \)-order spherical Bessel function. Thus, we have

\[
P(Rr) = \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} \left( \int_{S^2} Y_l^m(u) I_l(R, u) du \right) Y_l^m(r),
\]

where \( I_l(R, u) = 4\pi(1)^{l/2} \int_0^\infty E(q) j_l(2\pi qR) q^2 dq \) can be calculated analytically based on the samples of ADC \( D(u_j) \). Then a least square fitting can be used to obtain the coefficients of \( P(R0r) \) under the SH basis from \( I_l(R_0, u_j) \).

Reference (105) validated the mono-exponential decay assumption through synthetic data generated from the cylinder model. It showed that signal decay can be approximated well as a mono-exponential function around \( b = 1500 \text{s/mm}^2 \). For the \( b \) value larger than 3000s/mm^2, the mono-exponential decay assumption is not well satisfied, and the data with large \( b \) value has low SNR. Thus 1500s/mm^2 seems to be the optimal \( b \) value for DOT. Note like original QBI and exact QBI, DOT cannot handle multiple-shell data, since the data in different shells leads to different EAP profiles.

4.2.6 Spherical Deconvolution (SD)

Spherical Deconvolution (SD) methods (130, 129) generalize the mixture model from the discrete case to the continuous case by assuming

\[
E(qu) = \int_{S^2} \Phi_f(r) R(r^T u) dr,
\]

where \( \Phi_f(r) \) is the fiber ODF (fODF) and \( R(r^T u) \) is the fiber response signal generated from one fiber. The spherical deconvolution is a model-based method because it assumes the typical signal \( R(r^T u) \) and linear combination in the convolution. The mixture of tensor model suffers from the model selection of the number of tensors and local minima of cost function. In contrast, SD can be solved analytically by considering the closed-form expression of spherical integration using the SH basis representation of the \( E(qu) \) and \( R(r^T u) \) using SHs (129, 49). SD can be used for DWI signal \( E(qu) \) or ODFs/EAPs calculated from DWI signal (49). However the direct usage of SD for the DWI signal is theoretically better because the estimation of ODFs/EAPs from DWI signal always suffers from noise and insufficient samples. SD methods normally obtain many false positive fODF peaks when the signal is less anisotropic. The false positive peaks can be largely reduced by considering the non-negativity constraint of the estimated fODFs (129, 38). Conventional SD is only for single-shell data. However by introducing a 3-dimensional fiber response function, SD methods can be used in multi-shell data (38).

4.2.7 Diffusion Propagator Imaging (DPI)

Diffusion Propagator Imaging (DPI) was proposed to model the signal \( E(q) \) as the solution of Laplace’s equation (48). DPI can be seen as a generalization of the QBI method to handle
multiple-shell data, although this generalization has many problems. In DPI, the signal is assumed to be
\[ E(q) = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{m= l}^{l} \sum_{n=0}^{N} \left( c_{lm} q^l + d_{lm} q^l \right) Y_l^m(u). \] (4.33)

Then, the EAP is estimated from incomplete 3D integration inside the ball with a given radius \( q_{max} \), which is the maximum \( q \) value used in DPI acquisition, since the complete integration in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) does not converge. After obtaining the coefficients \( c_{lm} \) and \( d_{lm} \), several EAP features can be calculated analytically based on incomplete radial integration. However, DPI has some limitations. (i) The estimated ODFs suffer from two incomplete integrations including one for EAP estimation and the other for ODF estimation. (ii) It is unclear how to choose \( q_{max} \). (iii) The DPI model does not satisfy some priors of signal \( E(q) \), which brings intrinsic modeling errors. It also cannot represent an isotropic Gaussian signal.

4.2.8 Simple Harmonic Oscillator Reconstruction and Estimation (SHORE)

SHORE was proposed by Dr. Özarslan in (104) for 3D signals. In SHORE, \( E(q) \) in 3D (41) is represented by
\[ E(q) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} \sum_{l=0}^{2n} \sum_{m= l}^{l} a_{nlm} B_{nlm}^{SHO3}(q, \zeta), \] (4.34)
where \( B_{nlm}^{SHO3}(q, \zeta) = G_{nl}(q, \zeta) Y_l^m(u) \) and \( G_{nl}(q, \zeta) \) is a given function and depends on \( l \). SHORE is model-free, since the SHO basis is a complete basis in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). The linear analytical solutions are very fast and avoid numerical integration. However, the representation in (4.34) is not non-negative in nature. After estimating \( a_{nlm} \), the EAP can be analytically calculated as
\[ P(R) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} \sum_{l=0}^{2n} \sum_{m= l}^{l} a_{nlm} (1)^n G_{nl}(R \frac{1}{4\pi^2 \zeta}) Y_l^m(r). \] (4.35)

The two kinds of ODFs can also be analytically derived from the estimated coefficients.

4.2.9 Spherical Polar Fourier Imaging (SPFI)

Spherical Polar Fourier Imaging (SPFI) was first proposed by Dr. Assemal in (11) in a numerical way and then improved by (40, 39). SPFI represents the diffusion signal \( E(q) \) as a linear combination of the SPF basis, i.e.,
\[ E(q) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{m= l}^{l} a_{nlm} B_{nlm}^{SPF}(q, \zeta), \] (4.36)
where \( B_{nlm}^{SPF}(q, \zeta) = G_{nl}(q, \zeta) Y_l^m(u) \), in which \( \kappa_{nl}(\zeta)^2 = 2n!/[\zeta^{3/2} \Gamma(n + 3/2)] \) and \( G_{nl}(q, \zeta) = \kappa_{nl}(\zeta) \exp \left( -q^2/(2\zeta) \right) L_l^{1/2}(q^2/\zeta) \). The SPF basis is a 3D orthonormal basis with SHs in the spherical part and Gaussian Laguerre functions in the radial part. SPFI is model-free, since the SPF basis is complete in their domains. The linear analytical solutions are very fast and avoid numerical integration. However, the representation Eq. (4.36) is not non-negative in nature. After we estimate the coefficients of the diffusion signal under SPF basis, the EAP and its various features, e.g., ODFs, RTO, can be obtained in an analytical way (40, 39).
4.3 Reconstruction

DMRI data consists of \( n \) DWIs with \( n \) measurements \( (S(q_i; v), r_i, b_i) : i = 1, \ldots, n \) at voxel \( v \) in a common space \( \mathcal{V} \). A reconstruction step in dMRI is to estimate ODF \( \Phi_{w}(r; v) \), and EAP \( p(R; v) \) at each voxel \( v \in \mathcal{V} \). To design an efficient method to accurately reconstruct the ODF and EAP, one must address three key components of DMRI data including (i) the model for the diffusion signal attenuation; (ii) the noise components in DMRI data; and (iii) the spatial/functional nature of DMRI data. Since various models for \( E(q; v) \) have been extensively reviewed above, we focus on the last two key components here. If such models for \( E(q; v) \) were misspecified, one would not expect to accurately reconstruct the ODF and/or EAP. We will discuss why the last two components of dMRI data are critical for dMRI reconstruction.

4.3.1 Noise Components and Voxelwise Estimation Methods

DWIs inherently contain varying amounts of noise that must be modeled or corrected appropriately if ODFs and EAPs are to be estimated accurately; failure to do so may lead to a biased estimate of the ODF (or EAP) and to incorrect estimates of their associated invariant measures (e.g., GFA). The measured diffusion weighted signals, however, can contain varying amounts of noise of diverse origins, including noise from stochastic variation, numerous physiological processes, eddy currents, artifacts from the differing magnetic field susceptibilities of neighboring tissues, rigid body motion, nonrigid motion, and many others (82, 83). Some noise components, such as bulk motion from cardiac pulsation and head or body movement, generate unusual observations, or statistical outliers. Previous studies have shown that those noise components can introduce substantial bias into measurements and estimations made from those images, such as invariant measures and fiber tracts in diffusion tensor images (152, 96, 35). Identifying and reducing these noise components in DWIs is essential to improving the validity and accuracy of DTI studies designed to map brain structure and function.

Two types of approaches, including various robust statistical methods and diagnostic methods, have been proposed to address the ‘non-random’ noise components in DWIs. Robust statistical methods produce the estimators that are insensitive to significant deviations from the model assumption, while incorporating the properties of classic statistics (76, 43). Specifically, in DTI, several robust approaches have been used to exclude outliers from the diffusion signal attenuation in order to improve the accuracy of tensor estimation (34, 35, 96). These proposed algorithms, however, only work properly for a small number of outliers in the case of high SNR. Diagnostic methods based on some influence measures (e.g., Cook’s distance) can isolate outliers caused by certain noise components, including motion artifacts (167). An adaptive estimation procedure can be used to refit to DMRI data in order to obtain refined estimators by downweighting outliers.

In the presence of random noise only, the signal intensity in DWIs acquired from a single coil follows a Rician distribution, denoted by \( S(q; v) \sim R(\mu_i(q_i, v), \sigma^2(v)) \) (122). As shown (167), a general Rician regression model was introduced and an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was first proposed to calculate the maximum likelihood estimate of unknown parameters. Moreover, the Rician distribution can be well approximated by a normal distribution \( N(\sqrt{\mu_i(q_i, v)^2 + \sigma(v)^2}, \sigma(v)^2) \) when SNR \( 2 \) and \( N(\mu_i(q_i, v), \sigma(v)^2) \) when SNR \( 5 \). The log-transformed signal intensity \( \log S(q; v) \) approximately follows a weighted Gaussian distribution \( N(\log(\mu_i(q_i, v)), \sigma^2(v)/\mu_i(q_i, v)^2) \) (13, 6, 165). For DTI in (4.10), we have \( \log(\mu_i(q_i, v)) = \log S(0) - \mathbf{u}^T \mathbf{D} \mathbf{u} \). An efficient weighted least-square algorithm was
developed to reconstruct $D$ (165). If DWIs are acquired from multiple coils, $S(q; v)$ is non-central Chi (nc-$\chi$) distributed, provided that the $k$ space is fully sampled and no correlations between the coil data exists (2). Recently, the estimation method under the nc-$\chi$ noise has been developed to estimate $D$ in (23).

Raw HARDI images, as a result of elevated $b$ factor and decreased voxel size, suffer from depressed SNRs, which make the problem of reconstructing HARDI data of practical importance and challenging. Most HARDI reconstruction algorithms directly assume that

$$f(E(q_i; v)) = x_i^T \beta(v) + \epsilon_i(v),$$

(4.37)

where $f(\cdot)$ is a given transformation function (e.g., $f(s) = s$ or $f(s) = \log(s)$), $x_i$ is a $p \times 1$ vector of covariates, which depends on $q_i$ (or $(b_i, r_i)$), $\beta(v)$ is a $p \times 1$ vector of regression coefficients, and $\epsilon_i(v)$ is an error term with mean zero and variance $\sigma_i^2(v)$. Model (4.37) is general enough to cover many existing HARDIs. In the literature, for GDTI and HOT, it is common to set $f(E(q_i; v)) = \log(E(q_i; v))$ and represent $\log(E(q_i; v))$ as a polynomial function of $q_i$, whereas for most other HARDIs, such as QBI or DOT, it is common to set $f(E(q_i; v)) = E(q_i; v)$ and approximate $E(q_i; v)$ by a linear combination of some basis functions, such as the spherical polar Fourier basis.

Most HARDI methods focus on the reconstruction of $\beta(v)$ by solving a regularized linear least-squares optimization problem

$$\hat{\beta}(v) = \arg\min_{\beta(v)} y(v) \cdot X \beta(v)^2 + \rho(\beta(v); \lambda(v)),$$

(4.38)

where $y(v) = (f(E(q_1; v)), \ldots, f(E(q_n; v)))^T$, $X$ is an $n \times p$ matrix with the $i$-th row being $x_i$, and $\rho(\beta(v); \lambda(v))$ is a penalty function with $\lambda(v)$ being a tuning parameter. Different penalty functions, such as LASSO and the Laplacian–Beltrami, can be used in (4.38) (128, 47, 98). Recently, as discussed in (98) and references therein, there is a high interest in developing the compression sensing technique for dMRI applications. In Bayesian statistics, $\log(\rho(\beta(v); \lambda(v)))$ can be regarded as the prior of $\beta(v)$.

Existing methods based on (4.37) and (4.38) have at least three major limitations. First, these methods largely ignore the stochastic noise components of the DW signal that we discussed above. Therefore, it may lead to bias and loss of efficiency in the estimation of the ODF and EAP. Second, these methods perform reconstruction independently at each voxel, which essentially ignores the functional nature of the DWI data at different voxels in space. Third, most HARDI reconstruction algorithms often use some heuristic methods to determine a single value of $\lambda(v)$ for all voxels. However, both theoretically and numerically, the selection of the tuning parameter across voxels plays a critical role in ensuring the nice properties of the regularized estimators (28).

### 4.3.2 Spatial-Adaptive Estimation Methods

Recently, there is a growing interest in developing spatial-adaptive estimation methods for the HARDI/DTI reconstruction in order to characterize the spatial/functional nature of DWIs. Until recently, a number of different approaches have been developed starting from smoothing raw DWIs (50, 19, 18, 115, 20, 21), smoothing procedures in tensor space (99, 60), smoothing procedures in ODF space (85, 68), spatial DTI (127, 155, 154, 93), to spatial HARDI, which reconstructs and denoises all ODFs simultaneously (113). The key idea of these methods is to explicitly incorporate spatial smoothness constraints into various HARDI reconstruction algorithms. The key assumption of this type of approach is that the orientation and anisotropy of any single fiber population are expected to vary smoothly along the dominant fiber orientation, except at the boundaries between tracts and interfaces with gray matter structures and cerebrospinal fluid spaces. Mathematically, DWI
can be characterized as a convolution of a piecewise smooth function with various MRI noises.

Most spatial-adaptive methods can be classified into three categories including (i) the denoising of raw DWI data, (ii) the denoising of the estimated tensor/EAP/ODF field, and (iii) simultaneous smoothing and estimation of DWI data. In the first category, most approaches to DWI denoising are designed to incorporate the stochastic components of raw DWI data with their spatial smoothness by using either regularization methods or nonparametric statistical methods. The DWI denoising method is to denoise the observed \( S(q_i; v) : v \in V \) in order to calculate the denoised DWIs, denoted by \( (S(q_i; ^\star v) : v \in V)_{i, 1} \). The regularization-based denoising methods estimate \( S(q_i; v) \) by solving a regularized optimization problem

\[
\arg\min_{S, \{q_i; v\}} \int_V \ell(S(q_i; v), S(q_i; v)) + \rho(S(q_i; v), \lambda(v)) \, dL(v),
\]

where \( \ell(S(q_i; v), S(q_i; v)) \) is usually chosen to be the log-likelihood function of the DW signal at voxel \( v \), \( \rho(, , ) \) is a pre-specified penalty function, such as total variation, and \( L(v) \) is a measure defined on \( V \). Various penalty functions include those associated with total variation schemes, Markov random fields, and Perona–Malik-like smoothing. In Bayesian statistics, \( \log( \rho(S(q_i; v), \lambda(v)) \) is the prior of \( S(q_i; v) \) in the \( (q, v) \) space.

Nonparametric statistical methods incorporate both spatial proximity and similarity measure to calculate weighted averages of ‘similar’ DW signals in order to explicitly account for the piecewisely smooth nature of imaging data with jumps and edges. These similar signals can be incorporated in denoising from both the spatial \( v \)-space and the diffusion \( q \)-space. Some well-known methods include non-local means (NLM) and unbiased NLM algorithms, propagation-separation methods, anisotropic Wiener filtering, the bilateral filter, and the Sigma filter, among others (110, 8, 151, 27, 84). For instance, NLM uses small sub-images, called patches, to denoise the image by accounting for the redundancy in natural images, especially in textured parts (8, 27, 84). Based on the Rician noise, a NLM for DWI data can be formulated as

\[
\text{NLM}(S(q, v)) = \sqrt{\sum_{(q', v')} w((q, v), (q', v')) S(q', v')^2} / 2\sigma^2,
\]

where \( w((q, v), (q', v')) \) is defined by the distance of the patches centered in \( (q, v) \) and \( (q', v') \), and \( \sigma \) is a global noise variance. The NLM can be performed separately for different \( q \) or jointly for all signals in \( q \) space by defining \( w(, , ) \) based on vector-valued patches (51, 145). When the noise variance is unknown, it can be estimated jointly from all signals in \( q \) space via a linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator (3, 132). However, NLM has some limitations for piecewise smooth images when the noise is not small (8). This is exactly the case for DWI. In contrast, the propagation-separation (PS) method is very efficient at smoothing noisy piecewise smooth images and dealing with edges (18), even though such methods cannot proceed efficiently in textured regions. The key idea of the PS method is to construct a sequence of nested local neighborhoods (or patches) adapted to DW signals in its neighboring voxels and then adaptively estimate \( S(q_i; v) \) at each voxel. Although the PS method is computationally extensive, it is robust to the selection of kernel window sizes and patch shapes at different locations.

In the second category, most methods perform denoising on the estimation tensor/ODF/EAP results by using either regularization methods or nonparametric statistical methods (97, 108, 99, 68, 162, 157, 61, 121, 119, 54, 37). For DTI, various regularization-based denoising methods estimate a tensor field \( D(v) = \mathcal{V} \) based on the estimated...
tensor field $\hat{D}(v): v \to V$ (36, 45). Mathematically, it can be formulated as

$$\arg\min_{D(v):v} \int_V d(\hat{D}(v), D(v)) + \rho(D(v), \lambda(v)) \ dL(v), \quad (4.41)$$

where $d(\hat{D}(v), D(v))$ is usually chosen to be a pre-specified distance between $\hat{D}(v)$ and $D(v)$ and $\rho(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a pre-specified penalty function on the tensor field. Similar to (4.39), various penalty functions can be developed for the tensor field based on total variation schemes, Markov random fields, and Perona–Malik-like smoothing. Since $D$ lies in a curved space, one has to face additional theoretical and computational challenges.

For DTI, nonparametric statistical methods have been developed to estimate an intrinsic ‘expectation’ (or ‘median’) of a symmetric positive definite matrix response $D$ given a voxel location $v$ from a set of estimated diffusion tensors $(v_1, \hat{D}(v_1)), \ldots, (v_m, \hat{D}(v_m))$, in which $v$ may belong to the set of $v_1, \ldots, v_m$. Mathematically, it can be formulated by solving a weighted estimator of $D(v)$ that is defined by

$$\hat{D}^\alpha(v) = \arg\min_{D(v)} \sum_{i=1}^m w(v_m, v) g(\hat{D}_m(v_m), D(v))^{\alpha}, \quad (4.42)$$

where $\alpha > 1$, $w(v, v')$ is defined by the weighted ‘distance’ of voxels $v$ and $v'$, and $g(D(v), D(v'))$ is the geodesic distance between $D(v)$ and $D(v')$. Moreover, $\hat{D}^1(v)$ and $\hat{D}^2(v)$ are, respectively, an intrinsic median estimator and an intrinsic least square estimator of $D(v)$ (61, 60, 157, 30). Two commonly used metrics, including the trace metric and the log-Euclidean metric, are usually chosen for the geodesic distance on the space of symmetric positive definite matrices (9, 157, 54). Directly solving (4.42) is equivalent to the calculation of an intrinsic local constant estimator of $D(v)$. In (157), the authors propose a general intrinsic local polynomial regression estimate for the analysis of symmetric positive definite matrices as responses. For each metric, they develop a cross-validation bandwidth selection method, derive the asymptotic bias, variance, and normality of the intrinsic local constant and local linear estimators, and compare their asymptotic mean-square errors. For the ODF, (55, 68) develop an intrinsic local constant estimator of the ODF in order to smooth ODF imaging, but its related statistical theory has not been established yet.

In the third category, a few methods have been developed to perform simultaneous smoothing and estimation of DTI by using either regularization methods or nonparametric statistical methods (127, 154, 93). Specifically, (93) proposed to solve a regularized optimization problem

$$\arg\min_{D(v):v} \int_V \ell_n(S(q_i; v) | _1; D(v)) dL(v)$$

$$+ \lambda_1 \int_V \int_{W(v)} \omega(v, v) g(D(v), D(v)) d\omega d v, \quad (4.43)$$

where $\lambda_1$ is a tuning parameter, $\ell_n(S(q_i; v) | _1; D(v))$ is usually chosen to be the log-likelihood function of the observed DW signals $S(q_i; v)$, $\omega(v, v)$ are the regularization weights, and $W(v)$ is the search window at voxel $v$. Reference (93) proposed to use the weighting function of NLM to construct $\omega(v, v)$ and use the total Bregman divergence to design $g(D(v), D(v))$.

A multiscale adaptive regression modelling (MARM) framework based on the PS method can be used to carry out simultaneous smoothing and estimation of DTI/ODF/EAP (90, 127). Specifically, let $B(v, h_s) = v : v \in V, h_s$ be a sequence of balls centered at $v$ with increasing radii $h_s$ such that $h_0 = 0 < h_1 < \ldots < h_S = r_0$. At each voxel $v$, MARM
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iteratively maximizes a weighted objective function as

\[
\hat{D}(v; h_s) = \arg \max_{\Omega} \sum_{v' \in B(v, h_s)} \omega(v, v'; h_s) \ell_n(S(q_i; v') \cdot D(v)),
\]

where \(\omega(v, v'; h_s)\)s are adaptive weights calculated at each radius \(h_s\) and allow us to incorporate data from neighboring voxels \(v \in B(v, h_s)\). At each voxel \(v\), we will obtain a sequence of estimators of \(D(v)\) as follows:

\[
\hat{D}(v; h_0) \rightarrow \omega(v, v; h_1) \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \omega(v, v; h_S) \rightarrow \hat{D}(v; h_S).
\]

When \(s = 0\), \(\hat{D}(v; h_0)\) reduces to the estimator of \(\hat{D}(v)\) for the voxel-wise method. Compared with the regularization method in (4.43), MARM should be more robust to higher noise levels and the selection of kernel window sizes and patch shapes at different locations. Finally, the adaptive weights in MARM can be extended to include the weighting function of NLM and/or existing biological information (e.g., fiber tracks). See Figure 4.8 (a)–(c) for an illustration of the use of MARM for ODF reconstruction based on QBI.

However, methods for each category have some advantages and disadvantages. (i) For the first category, these methods have been criticized for ignoring the fact that raw diffusion weighted signals acquired at different \(q\)-values are highly associated with each other in each voxel. Moreover, in white matter regions, the SNRs vary dramatically across different \(q\) values. Since these methods primarily use different weights to smooth the raw diffusion weighted images independently, such methods are prone to accumulate biases from all DWIs, which can lead to large biases in the estimated tensor/ODF/EAP images.

(ii) For the second category, these methods have been criticized for ignoring the stochastic components of the raw DWI data and directly smoothing the estimated tensor/ODF/EAP based on a specific metric of the tensor/ODF/EAP space. Since each estimated DTI is estimated by using all diffusion signals in each voxel, the estimated tensors can be shown to be asymptotically normal distributed with zero mean by using the central limit theorem. The estimated tensors are asymptotically unbiased and thus it is not critical to model the distribution of the stochastic components of the raw DWI data. Moreover, a key advantage of these methods is to use the same set of weights to smooth the raw DWI data across all \(q\)-values. However, if the originally estimated tensor/ODF/EAP field is biased, then these methods may not be able to reduce the biases in the smoothed tensor/ODF/EAP field.

(iii) For the third category, these methods are computationally more expensive, but a key advantage of these methods is to adaptively determine the weights at each voxel and then apply them to the raw DW signals. They avoid the potential biases introduced by those methods for the first category. Moreover, since MARM refits the raw DWI data at each bandwidth, it avoids the potential biases introduced by the voxelwise method.

4.4 Tractography Algorithms

Many tractography algorithms have been proposed to map fibers through the entire brain based on the estimated principal direction/ODF field (59, 116, 77, 89, 100). The algorithms can be categorized into two main groups: local and global methods. Local methods use local ODF information to independently construct fibers path by path. Local methods can be grouped into two classes: deterministic and probabilistic. Deterministic algorithms usually start at seed voxels and follow the local principal directions/ODFs estimated by the diffusion
model in order to generate sequences of points that are considered on major fibers. Several deterministic tractography algorithms include streamline algorithms and more elaborated tensor deflection algorithms, among others. Probabilistic algorithms repeatedly use Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., Markov chain Monte Carlo) to statistically generate the principal directions and then apply some deterministic methods for tracking fiber bundles. Such methods produce maps of ‘probability’ for each voxel to be crossed by a random track and the probabilistic maps of connectivity between any two ROIs. See (78, 141, 89) for a nice review of various tractography algorithms and references therein. An advantage of local methods is their computational efficiency. However, the local methods can be very sensitive to noise components in DWIs, which can significantly affect the final tracking result.

Figure 4.9 showed fiber tracts across several ROIs by the deterministic local tractography method in MRtrix (See Section 4.9.2). The subject is from the Q3 dataset in the Human Connectome Project (HCP), where $b = 1000, 2000, 3000 \text{s/mm}^2$, 90 directions per shell. Constrained SD (129) was performed for all 90x3 volumes using a 3D fiber response function (38) to estimate fODFs. Then MRtrix is used for deterministic local tractography.
We consider a stochastic differential equation model with measurement errors for local tractography methods (86, 118). Specifically, let $v(t)$ be the true fiber trajectory in $\mathbb{R}^3$. The stochastic differential equation model assumes

$$\frac{dv(t)}{dt} = e(v), \quad t \geq 0 \text{ with } v(0) = v_0,$$

(4.45)

where $e(v)$ is the true fiber direction at location $v$ and $v_0$ is the position of the seed location. Based on dMRI data, one is able to obtain an estimate of the true fiber direction field, denoted by $\hat{e}(v) : \mathcal{V} \to \mathbb{R}^3$, such that

$$\hat{e}(v) = e(v) + \epsilon(v),$$

(4.46)

where $\epsilon(v)$ is a zero-mean stochastic process. Numerically, let $\delta > 0$ be a fixed approximation step and a sequence of points $t_k = k\delta$ for $k = 0, 1, \ldots, [T/\delta]$. By using Euler’s approximation, one can solve (4.45) by iteratively updating

$$v(t_k) = v(t_{k-1}) + \hat{e}(v(t_{k-1})) \quad \text{for } k = 1, \ldots, [T/\delta], \quad v(t_0) = v_0.$$  

(4.47)

Global methods reconstruct all detectable fibers of the brain simultaneously. It reconstruct fibers by finding a configuration that best describes the whole set of measured data (94). The reconstructed fibers are built by small line elements, each of them reflecting a part of the whole diffusion anisotropy. Elements being connected in lines eventually form reconstructed fibers. An advantage of global methods is stable with respect to noise and imaging artifacts. However, the global methods are often computationally time-consuming.

We consider a Bayesian approach for the global methods as follows. Let $\mathcal{M}$ be the assumed fiber model in $\mathcal{V} \subset \mathbb{R}^3$ and $\mathcal{S} = \{S(q_i; v), q_i \} : i = 1, \ldots, n$ be observed DWI data. One needs to specify a sampling distribution of $\mathcal{S}$ given $\mathcal{M}$, denoted by $p(\mathcal{S}|\mathcal{M})$, and a prior distribution of $\mathcal{M}$, $p(\mathcal{M})$. For the sampling distribution, one can use the dMRI models discussed above. The key idea and challenge of the global tracking methods lies in how to specify the prior of the fiber model, $p(\mathcal{M})$. In (116), the authors used small line (fiber) segments $L_S(v) = (v, r(v))$ consisting of a continuous spatial position $v \in \mathcal{V}$ and an orientation $r(v)$ that can form chains to represent the individual fibers. A mixture model of the product of a stick model in orientation space and an isotropic Gaussian in the spatial domain is assumed for $p(\mathcal{M})$. A simple interaction model is assumed for all connected segments, which leads to $p(\mathcal{M})$. The simulated annealing algorithm is used to calculate the posterior mode of $\hat{M} = \arg\max_{\mathcal{M}} p(\mathcal{M}|\mathcal{S})$, where $p(\mathcal{M}|\mathcal{S}) \propto p(\mathcal{S}|\mathcal{M}) p(\mathcal{M})$ is the posterior distribution of $\mathcal{M}$ given $\mathcal{S}$.
Despite the increasing availability of different tractography algorithms, there are many open questions in the quantification of these fiber-tracking methods.

**It is critical to develop a reliable evaluation and validation system for tractography algorithms** (44). The diffusion community has developed several evaluation measures (e.g., connectivity analysis) and two well-known phantoms including the FiberCup phantom dataset and the HARDI reconstruction challenge phantom to evaluate various diffusion models and tractography algorithms (59). An important finding is that probabilistic tractography algorithms lead to many false positives and should be used with caution (44). Much more research should be done on the design of evaluation measures and more realistic phantoms that are close to human brain in various settings.

**Development of computationally efficient global tractography algorithms needs more attention.** It is critical to develop a more reasonable fiber model \( p(M) \) in order to better estimate the true fiber tracts and quantify their uncertainties. Moreover, optimizing \( p(M|S) \) is computationally challenging due to the presence of a large number of parameters and their non-convexity.

## 4.5 Uncertainty in Estimated Diffusion Quantities

Because of the noise that is inherent in DWI data, calculated tensors/ODFs/EAPs and their associated quantities (e.g., eigenvalues and principal directions) generally differ from the true ones, producing uncertainty in their estimation. To establish dMRI as a reliable and widely accepted technique, it is critical to quantify such uncertainty in various estimated diffusion quantities. Such quantification is very important for addressing many scientific questions in neuroscience and for designing and carrying out large DWI-related clinical studies.

Two classes of methods, including Monte Carlo and theoretical methods, have been developed to quantify estimated diffusion tensors and their eigenspace components. The Monte Carlo methods consist of (i) a statistical model for diffusion weighted signals; (ii) the choice of an estimation method; and (iii) the quantification of uncertainty in estimated diffusion quantities based on Monte Carlo simulations. In contrast, besides (i) and (ii), the theoretical methods use some mathematical and statistical techniques to directly approximate the uncertainty of estimated diffusion quantities instead of using Monte Carlo simulations.

Recent theoretical calculations based on perturbation theory and asymptotic theory have accurately approximated the uncertainty of the estimated eigenvalues and eigenvectors, as well as the bias that is introduced by sorting by their magnitudes eigenvalues in both degenerate and nondegenerate tensors (6, 165). Those calculations have shown in particular that the uncertainty in identifying a tensor’s principal direction is determined primarily by whether the overall morphology of the tensor is degenerate or not (165). The results in the asymptotic theory allow us to delineate the stochastic behavior of estimated eigenvalues and eigenvectors for degenerate tensors, whereas those in the perturbation theory cannot. See Figure 4.8 (d)–(f) for an illustration of theoretical results for the isotropic tensor.

The Monte Carlo methods include both simulation studies and bootstrapping methods. Based on (4.10) and the Rician noise model, previous simulation studies have shown that estimated eigenvalues are always distinct and that their estimated FA is always greater than zero, regardless of whether the tensor is degenerate (i.e., oblate, prolate, or isotropic) or nondegenerate (109, 16, 22). Thus, one always incorrectly identifies the principal directions of tensors within regions that contain isotropic or oblate tensors in real DWI.
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Bootstrapping methods, including repetition and the wild bootstrap, have been widely used to numerically quantify the uncertainty of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and diffusion properties (144). Repetition bootstrap in DTI requires repeated measurements in each gradient direction, because it resamples with replacement the raw DW images in each of those directions. The accuracy of the repetition bootstrap depends on the number of repeated measurements in each direction. The wild bootstrap is a model-based method that resamples the residuals of the linear regression model used to estimate the tensor at each voxel. In particular, it is applicable to most DTI acquisition schemes, including the standard acquisition of one measurement per direction, unlike the repetition bootstrap (144).

One has to use the wild and repetition bootstrap methods with extra caution, since these methods have been used in the dMRI literature without any theoretical justification. However, such justification is necessary for producing any scientifically meaningful measure of diffusion uncertainty in which we are interested. In (158), the authors examine several fundamental issues associated with the two bootstrap methods by using both theoretical arguments and extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The two bootstrap methods are invalid for quantifying the uncertainty of the parameters for some tensors, such as the principal direction of an isotropic or a degenerate tensor. The validity of the wild bootstrap strongly depends on the correct specification of the fitted model used to estimate a tensor. Because the wild bootstrap resamples the residuals of the fitted tensor model, resampled tensors may not reflect the true characteristics of DTs in real DWIs.

There are many open questions in the quantification of the uncertainty in various estimated diffusion quantities.

For HARDI, little has been done to quantify the uncertainty of estimated ODFs and EAPs and their associated quantities based on the voxelwise estimation methods. Moreover, if one uses more complex spatial-adaptive estimation methods, such as PS, to estimate the ODF and EAP, such quantification becomes more difficult due to spatial smoothness and the presence of spatial correlation. According to the best of our knowledge, nothing has ever been done on such quantification.

How to quantify the uncertainty of estimated fiber tracks is largely unknown. Although there are a few attempts at quantifying of uncertainty in estimated tractography from both numerical and theoretical perspectives (63, 22, 86), several critical issues remain open and need further theoretical investigation. Theoretically, (86) first proved some asymptotic/stochastic properties of the estimated tractography based on models (4.45)–(4.46). More research should be done along this direction. In contrast, although some existing DTI packages produce some uncertainty measures in the tractography results, it is unclear whether such measures are valid from a methodological perspective. For instance, one approach is to calculate the probability that two regions are connected based on local tractography algorithms and Monte Carlo methods, such as bootstrap. However, such probability may be positively correlated with the true probability that the two regions are connected, but they are not the same. Such probability should be used with great caution.

4.6 Sampling Mechanisms

An important design issue is how to select a set of gradients and b values \( (r_i, b_i) : i = 1, \ldots, n \) or q values \( q_i : i = 1, \ldots, n \) in order to accurately estimate tensor/ODF/EAP
across all voxels. Statistically, this is an optimal design problem (12). Different sampling schemes in $q$-space have been developed in the literature (Figure 4.10). See (32) for an extensive review of various acquisition strategies in $q$ space. There are three principles for comparing different acquisition strategies including antipodal symmetry, being isotropic, and reconstruction. When there is no prior in the underlying tensor/ODF/EAP field, the first two principles have motivated people to uniformly arrange points on the sphere with central symmetry. Based on the third principle, various acquisition schemes have been developed to optimize tensor reconstruction (64, 107, 123).

To select an efficient set of $q$ values, one must address three key components of dMRI data including (i) a statistical model for diffusion weighted signals; (ii) the choice of an appropriate optimality criterion, denoted by $L(q_i : i = 1, \ldots, n)$; and (iii) optimizing the optimality criterion with respect to $q_i : i = 1, \ldots, n$. For (i), various models for dMRI signals have been developed above. For (ii), the optimality criterion is usually developed to quantify the uncertainty of the objective of interest, such as tensors and fiber tracts. The existing optimality criteria largely depend on estimated tensor/ODF/EAP and their invariant measures. In (iii), one needs to use some optimization algorithms to solve $q_i : i = 1, \ldots, n = \text{argmin} L(q_i : i = 1, \ldots, n)$. Since the optimality criterion may not be convex, calculating $q_i : i = 1, \ldots, n$ is not a trivial problem at all.

As an illustration, we consider the reconstruction of a diffusion tensor field, denoted by $\beta(v) : v \in V$, based on model (4.37). We consider the covariance matrix of $\hat{\beta}(v)$ at voxel $v$, denoted by $C(\hat{\beta}(v))$. As shown in (165), $C(\hat{\beta}(v))$ depends on the SNR, the $b$ value, the number of of baseline acquisitions, denoted by $m$, the diffusion tensor matrix, and the gradient encoding scheme. Let $p(\beta(v))$ be the prior distribution of $\beta(v)$, which may represent prior knowledge of the underlying fiber orientations of the tissue being imaged. A Bayesian criterion function can be written as

$$GSI(m, b, \text{SNR}, x) = \int \Psi\{C(\hat{\beta}(v))\} p(\beta(v)) d\beta(v),$$

(4.48)

where $\Psi$ is a pre-specified function, such as the trace. We can use GSI as an index to compare different DT acquisition schemes.

### FIGURE 4.10

Several kinds of sampling in $q$-space. The black dot in $q = (0, 0, 0)^T$ is the baseline image without diffusion gradient. Note that although we showed sampling in $\mathbb{R}^3$, normally only samples in a half space are used, e.g., $(0, 0, 1)q = q_z \geq 0$. (a) Sampling used in DTI, normally less than 20 DWI images are used; (b) dense Cartesian sampling used in DSI. Note in practice the Cartesian samples inside a given Ball are used. (c) Single shell sampling used in sHARDI methods, e.g., QBI, DOT etc. (d) Sparse sampling used in mHARDI methods, e.g., DPI, SHORE, SPFI. Note although normally multiple-shell sampling is used, any sampling scheme can be used in mHARDI methods.
TABLE 4.1
The condition numbers and gradient sampling indices (GSI) of thirteen acquisition schemes in (123).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme name</th>
<th>Condition number</th>
<th>Number of directions</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>GSI(m, 900, 15, 8)_×10^7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetrahedral</td>
<td>9.148</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cond6</td>
<td>5.989</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decahedral</td>
<td>2.749</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.8080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones noniso</td>
<td>2.562</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.8083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-gradient</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.7052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones10</td>
<td>1.624</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones20</td>
<td>1.615</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones30</td>
<td>1.595</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papadakis</td>
<td>1.587</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones6</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muthupalli</td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraortho</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.5127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.6014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compare the adequacy of differing image acquisition strategies, we calculated the values of GSI for thirteen data acquisition schemes that were used previously to demonstrate the importance of the condition number in the determination of noise characteristics for particular acquisition schemes (see Tables 1 and 2 of (123)). Table 4.6 presents the GSI values for each of the thirteen acquisition schemes at $b = 900\text{s/mm}^2$. Although the DSM scheme in (123) has the smallest condition number, its GSI was larger than those of the Papadakis and Tetraortho schemes. In terms of both the number of images and GSI, it seems that the Papadakis scheme is the best among these thirteen strategies.

There are many open questions in the design of sampling mechanisms for various HARDI models.

Little has been done on the design of effective sampling mechanisms for various HARDI models. Several key difficulties include the choice of $L(\{q_i\}_{i \leq n})$ and its optimization, particularly for a multiple q-shell acquisition.

Nothing has been done on the use of the uncertainty of estimated fiber tracks to design sampling mechanism. Since our primary objective of interest is to reconstruct fiber tracks, it is important to develop some design criterion based on the uncertainty of estimated fiber tracks. As discussed above, since there is a lack of theoretical results on the uncertainty of estimated fiber tracks, it is impossible to develop an optimal sampling mechanism based on such results.

4.7 Registration

The above sections focus on estimation of the diffusion signal, EAP and ODF for an individual subject. Spatial alignment, also called image registration, is an important issue for group analysis. Image registration has been studied for decades in the medical image analysis domain, and in the last ten years some methods have been proposed to align DWI.
data, or the estimated tensor/ODF/EAP data. Although image registration techniques in dMRI originate from vector-valued image registration methods, these are not applicable to directly apply vector-valued image registration methods to diffusion data (4). An image registration method for diffusion data normally includes two aspects. One is the spatial alignment of 3D anatomical structures, and the other one is the re-orientation of local diffusion profiles. Some methods propose to perform these two steps separately for diffusion data (4, 73, 33, 112, 149), i.e. perform re-orientation after spatial alignment. Some other methods propose to consider the re-orientation issue inside the cost function of the registration and perform these two steps iteratively (29, 42, 153, 150, 56, 161).

Reference (4) first addressed the re-orientation issue in dMRI and proposed “finite strain” (FS) and “preservation of principal direction” (PPD) to orient the tensor image, where PPD gives the best performance. The idea of PPD is to keep the tensor shape while rotating the principal direction of the tensor using the Jacobian matrix of the deformation field, and the idea of FS is to rotate the tensor using a rotate matrix extracted from the Jacobian matrix of the deformation field. It was shown that FS cannot consider shearing or scaling effect of transforms (4). PPD is widely used in tensor registration (29, 42, 33). Re-orientation of the DWI signal, ODF and EAP data is more complicated compared with tensor data. Since the FS method is much simpler than PPD, some HARDI methods use FS to orient the ODF or EAP represented by the SH basis due to the closed form of rotation of the SH basis (26, 67). Some other methods separate diffusion signals and ODFs using some kind of basis functions, then re-orientate the basis function separately and combine the re-oriented functions together (73, 112, 161). The basis functions in (73) are delta functions, and those in (52, 112, 161) are fiber response functions.

There are some open questions in the registration of diffusion data.

**Does the registration need to be performed in diffusion signals or estimation results (tensors, ODFs, or EAPs)?** Most methods perform registration on tensors, ODFs, or EAPs, because the estimation results are more spatially meaningful than DWI signals. However these methods are largely affected by the reconstruction methods used. Some registration methods were performed directly in DWI signals. However, these registration methods still need to consider a model for re-orientation DWI signals.

**How can re-orientation be done?** It is well accepted that registration of diffusion data needs re-orientation. However, there is no consistent and well-accepted way to do re-orientation. PPD is well accepted for tensor data, which assumes that the shape of the local diffusion profile does not change. However, the current state-of-the-art registration methods in HARDI changes the shape of local diffusion profiles for re-orientation (73, 52, 112, 161).

**It is critical to develop a reliable evaluation and validation system for registration algorithms.** Unfortunately, little has ever been done on such development due to many fundamental difficulties, such as the two open questions discussed above.

### 4.8 Group Analysis

In the current literature, there exist three major approaches to the group analysis of diffusion imaging data: region-of-interest (ROI) analysis, voxel-based analysis, and fiber tract-based analysis (124, 103, 125).
The ROI analysis can be performed by registering individual subject DWI images to an atlas and then averaging diffusion properties in some manually drawn ROIs of the atlas (125). Subsequently, a group analysis can be carried out to correlate all statistics at each ROI or across multiple ROIs with covariates of interest. An advantage of ROI analysis is that processing is relatively simple and robust against imperfect registration. The three drawbacks of ROI analysis include the difficulty in identifying meaningful ROIs, particularly the long curved structures common in fiber tracts, the instability of statistical results obtained from ROI analysis, and the partial volume effect in relatively large ROIs (70, 164). A stringent assumption of ROI analysis is that diffusion properties in all voxels of the same ROI are essentially homogeneous, which is largely false for dMRI data. Moreover, this form of analysis leads to limited localization of findings.

Voxel-based analysis has been widely used in neuroimaging studies. It involves registering each subject into a study-specific reference space and fitting a statistical model to the smoothed and registered diffusion property imaging data from multiple subjects at each voxel to generate a parametric map of test statistics (or *p*-values). Subsequently, a multiple-comparison procedure such as false discovery rate is applied to correct for multiple comparisons across the many voxels of the imaging volume (146). The major drawbacks of voxel-based analysis include poor alignment quality and the arbitrary choice of smoothing extent (124, 80). Moreover, in practice, one has to interpret the findings based on voxelwise comparison of the eigenvector and/or tensor images with great caution (120, 162), since they are very sensitive to alignment inaccuracies compared with FA images.

Fiber tract–based analysis has received growing interest, since it may be more robust to alignment inaccuracies, while directly incorporating fiber tract information (124, 103, 160, 70, 164, 71). There are three major fiber tract–based analysis methods including tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS), medial sheet based analysis, and fiber tract analysis. A tract based spatial statistics (TBSS) framework was developed to construct local diffusion properties along the white matter skeleton and then perform pointwise hypothesis tests on the skeleton (124). However, TBSS does not have an explicit tract representation that can be uniquely linked to individual fibers throughout the brain, while the use of maximal FA values renders TBSS sensitive to DWI artifacts.

A medial model–based framework was developed for the statistical analysis of diffusion properties on the medial manifolds of fiber tracts followed by testing pointwise hypotheses on the medial manifolds (160). The framework consists of effectively modeling six sheet-like fasciculi by using deformable medial representations, averaging and combining tensor-based features along directions locally perpendicular to the tracts, and pointwise statistical analysis. However, it is limited to the sheet-like white matter tracts and relies on expert-driven segmentation of the fasciculi.

A fiber tract analysis framework was developed for the statistical analysis of diffusion properties along major fiber tracts followed by using functional data analysis (70, 164, 138, 66, 69, 104, 53). See (138) for an overview of the fiber tract analysis framework developed at UNC-Chapel Hill. The fiber tract analysis framework consists of using anatomically informed curvilinear regions to analyze diffusion at specific locations along and across major fiber tracts, taking weighted averages at each step along the fiber bundles, an unbiased atlas-building step, and a Functional Analysis of Diffusion Tensor Tract Statistics (FADTTS) pipeline. This form of analysis results in highly localized statistics that can be visualized back on the individual fiber bundles. Moreover, there is great interest in developing new fiber registration methods for group analysis (65, 57, 169, 140, 79).

A set of FADTTS has been developed for delineating the structure of the variability of multiple diffusion properties or tensors along major white matter fiber bundles and their association with a set of covariates for both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies (164, 156, 163, 159, 75, 166). The advantages of FADTTS are that they are capable of
modelling the structured inter-subject variability by a functional principal component analysis method, testing the joint effects by a global test statistic and local test statistics, and constructing simultaneous confidence bands of the interested effects through a resampling method. Statistically, as shown in various simulations and real data analysis, these statistical methods in FADTTS are much more powerful than the standard voxel-wise methods.

As an illustration, we applied FADTTS to study the spatial-temporal dynamics of white-matter fiber tracts in a clinical study of neurodevelopment. There are 298 high-quality scans available for 137 children with 83 males and 54 females. As a graphical illustration, FA measures were plotted along the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum for each subjects within each age group (Figure 4.11 (a)). FA measures were also plotted for 35 subjects along the genu tract (Figure 4.11 (b) and (c)). An obvious increasing trend for the values of FA were observed at nearly all grid points, especially from neonate to the first year.

For the genu tract, we fitted a functional mixed-effects model (FMEM) in (156) to the FA curves, denoted by \( y_{ij}(s) \), from all 137 subjects. Specifically, FMEM is given by

\[
y_{ij}(s) = x_{ij}^T B(s) + z_{ij}^T \xi_i(s) + \eta_{ij}(s) + \epsilon_{ij}(s),
\]

where \( x_{ij} = (1, \text{Dir}_{ij}, \text{Age}_{ij1}, \text{Age}_{ij2})^T \), \( z_{ij} = (1, \text{Age}_{ij1}, \text{Age}_{ij2})^T \) and \( \text{Age}_{ij1} (\text{Age}_{ij2}) \) is an indicator variable indicating whether a subject belongs to the first (second) year age group. The coefficient functions related to \( \text{Age}_{ij1} \) and \( \text{Age}_{ij2} \) can be used to investigate whether there is some change from neonate to the first year of life, from the first year to the second year, and from neonate to the second year. Moreover, in model (4.49), \( \eta_{ij}(s) \) primarily characterizes within-curve spatial correlation structure, while \( \xi_i(s) \) primarily characterizes the subject-level variations and within-subject spatial-temporal correlation. Then we estimated the functional coefficients. For hypothesis testing, we constructed the global test statistic to test the gender, number of gradient directions and age effects on FA values. We approximated the \( p \) value of the global test using the resampling method with 5,000 replications. Finally, we constructed the 95% simultaneous confidence bands for the functional coefficients.

The hypothesis testing results show that there are significant age and number of gradient direction effects on FA, RD and AD values. The FA are significantly different between neonate versus the first year, and between the first year versus the second year with \( p \) value < .0001, far smaller than a 0.05 significance level. It is observed from Figure 4.11 (b) that mean FA values increase from neonate to the first year and then from the first year to the second year. Moreover, the change from the neonate to the first year is larger than that from the first year to the second year. No gender difference in FA was found for the genu tract.

There are many open questions in the joint analysis of diffusion imaging data and other data.

All fiber tract–based methods including FADTTS are only applicable to these major white matter tracts in which one can establish common localization across subjects. However, the centroid of the localization of white matter lesion could vary across time and subjects. In some heterogeneous populations, it is possible that tract-specific changes occur in only a subset of subjects. In these scenarios, none of group analysis methods discussed above would be appropriate.

There is an urgent demand for the development of functional regression methods for the analysis of repeated functional data and clinical data obtained from longitudinal and familial studies. Although there is a handful of papers on the development of statistical models and their estimation methods for repeated functional data, the methodology for dealing with such data is still in its infancy, and further computational and theoretical development is greatly needed.
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Figure 4.11
(a) The commissural bundles of the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum. (b) FA values along the genu tract for all 137 subjects in each age group. (c) FA values varying over age at a selected location along the genu tract. (d) and (e) 95% simultaneous confidence bands for varying coefficient functions for FA along the genu of the corpus callosum tract. The solid curves are the estimated coefficient functions, and the dashed curves are the 95% confidence bands. The thin horizontal line is the line crossing the origin. (f) $p_1$ is the $p$ value for the difference in the diffusion measure between neonate and the first year, $p_2$ is the $p$ value for the difference in the diffusion measure between neonate and the second year, $p_{12}$ is the $p$ value for the difference between the first year and the second year, $p_G$ is the $p$ value for the gender effect, $p_{Dir}$ is the $p$ value for the effect of the number of gradient directions.

There is an urgent demand for the development of high-dimensional risk prediction models by integrating and identifying important white matter tracts, functional images, and biological markers for risk prediction. These models can have a great impact in public health from disease prevention, to detection, to treatment selection. For instance, it is interesting to consider generalized functional linear models, in which a scalar outcome (e.g., diagnostic group) is used as the response and fiber bundle diffusion properties are used as varying covariate functions (or functional predictor) (114, 117).

4.9 Public Resources

4.9.1 Datasets
Public datasets are important for reproducible research. For synthetic data simulation, people normally use a mixture of tensor models or cylinder models to generate the ground
truth of signals (105), then corrupt the ground truth signal using Rician noise. Here are some real public datasets for simulation and evaluation.

Q1, Q2, Q3 data from HCP: http://www.humanconnectome.org/data/, three shells, staggered 90 direction per shell (31), \( b = 1000, 2000, 3000 \text{s/mm}^2 \), 1.25 mm isotropic voxels.

HARDI data for Stanford: http://purl.stanford.edu/yx282xq2090, single shell HARDI, 150 directions, \( b = 2000 \text{s/mm}^2 \).

Phantom data for fiber cup 2009 (58): http://lnao.lixium.fr/spip.php?rubrique79, three shells, the same 64 directions with twice the scans per shell, \( b = 650, 1500, 2000 \text{s/mm}^2 \).

HARDI reconstruction challenge: http://hardi.epfl.ch/static/events/2013ISBI, 3 pre-determined sampling schemes including DTI (\( b = 1200 \text{s/mm}^2 \), 32 directions), HARDI (\( b = 3000 \text{s/mm}^2 \), 64 directions), and Heavyweight (\( b < 12000 \text{s/mm}^2 \), 515 acquisitions).

DWI datasets from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI): http://www.adni-info.org/, 264 subjects with a total of 799 DWI datasets, \( b = 1000 \text{s/mm}^2 \), and 41 directions.

4.9.2 Software

There is a branch of open source codes and software for diffusion MRI data processing. Here are a recommendation list.


CAMINO: http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/research/medic/camino. DTI, multi-tensor estimation, QBI, SD, PASMRI, data simulation, tensor registration, uniform sampling scheme based on minimization of electrostatic energy, peak detection, visualization of tensors/ODFs/fibers/peaks.


Trackvvis: http://www.trackvis.org, DTI, QBI, DSI, fiber tracking, visualization of fibers.


DIPY: https://github.com/nipy/dipy. DTI, SD, QBI, DSI, fiber tracking, visualization of tensors/ODFs/fibers/peaks.


4.10 Glossary

ADC: Apparent Diffusion Coefficient

DOT: Diffusion Orientation Transform

DPI: Diffusion Propagator Imaging

DSI: Diffusion Spectrum Imaging

DTI: Diffusion Tensor Imaging

DWI: Diffusion Weighted Imaging

EAP: Ensemble Average Propagator

FA: Fractional Anisotropy

GDTI: Generalized Diffusion Tensor Imaging

GFA: Generalized Fractional Anisotropy

HARDI: High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging

HOT: High-Order Tensor

MD: Mean Diffusivity

ODF: Orientation Distribution Function

PGSE: Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo

QBI: Q-Ball Imaging

SH: Spherical Harmonic

SHORE: Simple Harmonic Oscillator Reconstruction and Estimation

SNR: Signal-To-Noise ratio

SPFI: Spherical Polar Fourier Imaging
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